Synthetic carbohydrate-based antitumor vaccines: challenges and opportunities.
The development of a clinically effective, carbohydrate-based antitumor vaccine is a longstanding ambition in the prevention and treatment of cancer. This review seeks to provide a discussion of some of the unique challenges facing this particular field of immunology. The authors present a historic account of their ongoing research program devoted to the development of fully synthetic, carbohydrate-based anticancer vaccines of clinical value. As will be seen, remarkable advances in carbohydrate and glycopeptide assembly techniques have allowed for the preparation of synthetic constructs of progressively increasing structural complexity. The authors describe the evolution of their synthetic carbohydrate program from first-generation constructs, which were monovalent in nature, to highly complex unimolecular multivalent vaccines, in which multiple carbohydrate antigens are displayed in the context of a single polypeptide backbone. It is the hope that each generation of vaccines represents a move closer to achieving the ultimate objective of developing broadly useful, robust anticancer vaccines.